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NEW MarvelClient now offers two ways to  if the mail template version is not up to date:automate replacing the design of a user’s mail database

With  you can initiate replacing the design of the user’s mail database immediately after a Notes client is MarvelClient Upgrade
upgraded, using the "success" email generated by the upgrade process.
Based on user data (Notes version and current mail template name) in the , you can replace the MarvelClient Analyze database
design of a user’s mail database using a .scheduled agent

This can be useful for updating a user's mail template to the latest version after the Notes client is upgraded to a new client version. It can 
also be used to deploy a customized mail template to specific users.

ENHANC
EMENT

The "Audit Selected" button now also runs Cleanup and/or Post-Processing agents, if they are active in the Configuration document 
(previously these agents were only run by the scheduled "Audit" agent, but not by "Audit Selected")

ENHANC
EMENT

The Cleanup action now also cleans up Nomad Roaming documents, based on the "Number of days after which a document is to be 
considered outdated" setting in the Configuration document

ENHANC
EMENT

The Cleanup action now also cleans up Nomad Upload documents, based on the "Limit the number of profiles" setting in the Configuration 
document

ENHANC
EMENT

The Addon HW/SW Inventory agent now only creates new Inventory Overflow documents if needed, and deletes outdated inventory 
documents when it's done

ENHANC
EMENT

The Users by State & Upload Key view now has a "(64)" suffix in the MarvelClient version column if the client is using a 64-bit version of 
MarvelClient

The Notes by Notes & MC Release view now has a "(64bit)" suffix in the subcategory groupings of the following categories if the client is 
using a 64-bit version of MarvelClient:

MarvelClient
Notes Releases

FIX Added the "Mail - Refresh Inbox Automatically" setting to the Preferences tab in the Upload document

This component release is part of MarvelClient 12.0
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